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LIVES Central Maitland
FAMILY Son Nate, dogs Henry and Pippa and 7 chickens
BACKGROUND
Andrea enjoyed a country upbringing, raised on the sprawling cattle
property Gattonvale in Far North Queensland. It was here her love of
nature evolved, along with a talent for gardening, baking and all things
arts and craft - from calligraphy to cross stitch. School holidays were
spent mustering and fishing for Black Bream in the Bowen River running
through the property. After leaving school she commenced study at James
Cook University in the field of Visual Arts. Two years later, a chance trip to
Newcastle convinced Andrea to make the move to the Hunter Valley and
switch to a degree in marketing. Throughout her career, Andrea has always
continued to expand her skill set. She studied floristry and graphic design
at Hunter TAFE and is a keen ceramist. She is a member of Newcastle
Studio Potters and in rare moments of spare time can be found in her
home studio. Andrea’s many and varied skills have proven invaluable to
the Members Committee. Andrea indulges her love of local history and
architecture in the rambling Victorian home she is renovating along with its
heritage kitchen garden and formal grounds.
Andrea is a marketing and public relations professional with experience
working in a range of sectors including professional services, education
and the arts. She has worked in a variety of marketing-related roles
including: Marketing and Communications Manager, The Business Centre
(current); Marketing Manager, Octapod; Events Manager and Publicity
Officer, Hunter TAFE; and Marketing Coordinator, IDC Hunter. During
her career, Andrea has honed her knowledge and skills in marketing
communications, event management and marketing research.
Further to her professional experience, Andrea holds a Bachelor of
Business (Marketing), Post Graduate Diploma of Public Relations and is
currently undertaking a Master of Arts and Entertainment Management
(combining her passion for the arts and marketing). She is also an
Associate Member of the Australian Marketing Institute (AMI) and
member of the Public Relations Institute of Australia (PRIA) and has
undergone continued professional development in areas including event
management and social media marketing.

In her own words
Holding a lifelong passion for the arts, I am truly delighted at the
opportunity to be involved as an MRAGMC volunteer, working to
support the art gallery, its members and the community. It’s an
absolute pleasure working with such a dynamic and talented
team of committee members and art gallery staff, all so deeply
committed. For nearly five years I have called Maitland home and
the art gallery remains a very special place. The space fills me
with both calm and excitement and the incredible programming
constantly amazes – such a feast for the senses. We are most
fortunate to have such a first-rate community facility on our
doorstep. Thank you to all members for your ongoing support of our
region’s pride possession; I very much look forward to meeting you
at the art gallery and special events throughout the year.

 elcome to the Winter edition of ARTEL with news of current and planned
W
events at the Maitland Regional Art Gallery - so many opportunities the art
gallery provides for an enjoyable day out with family and friends.
In the Autumn edition I mentioned the Membership Committee’s plan to
review a number of its activities and processes, and the pending electronic
survey. Thank you to all who responded to the survey. The survey data has
provided valuable background information which will assist in planning
activities for the members as well as fundraising events in support of
Maitland Regional Art Gallery.
The review of MRAG Membership is now underway thanks to Vice
Chairperson Sue-Linn White. Key membership issues identified at this
early stage include the demographic gap between child and adult
membership and the importance of attracting and engaging senior
school students, young tertiary students and other young adults in
the art gallery’s position as an arts and cultural centre where this
age group can find interest, expression and enjoyment.
Other membership issues addressed include the renewal process and
ongoing long term strength of membership. Membership Fees and MRAG
Members fundraising activities provide financial support to the art gallery
which enables the art gallery to provide the varied and interesting range of
activities enjoyed by both members and the visiting community.
If you can, please help us ‘grow’ the membership: introduce a
friend, a neighbour or a family member to the art gallery, the
exhibitions, The Gallery Shop and Seraphine Cafe. Based on visitor
response to Maitland Regional Art Gallery, they will enjoy the

experience and hopefully consider joining MRAG Members and
enjoy the benefits membership has to offer.
One of the benefits of membership currently being organised by Events
Coordinator Andrea Pugh is the coach tour to the 2016 Archibald,
Wynne and Sulman Art Prizes on Saturday 24th September. This trip
provides a great opportunity, discounted for members, to see the Art
Gallery of New South Wales’ iconic annual exhibition.
As well as a private guided tour of the Archibald, Wynne and
Sulman Prizes, our guests will have the opportunity to see
some Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera artworks. The AGNSW
is also showcasing the full series of Tsukioka Yoshitoshi’s
1880s One hundred aspects of the moon suite as well as, the
Dobell Australian Drawing Biennial. With Beyond Words (Asian
calligraphy) and New Matter (process-oriented photography)
on show as well as the permanent collection rooms, there
will be a cornucopia of art on the day. Lunch can be enjoyed
at the AGNSW or down the road in the Royal Botanic Gardens
where, for the Gardens' 200th anniversary, Jonathon Jones has
assembled a massive installation to commemorate the Crystal
Palace fire in 1882. Please book early for this day as tickets are
sure to be popular!
Keep your ARTEL handy throughout the cooler months as a guide
to all the wonderful activities offered at the Maitland Regional Art
Gallery – a great cultural destination for all our community.

at Maitland Regional
Art Gallery
SAVE THE DATE
23 July 2016
17 September 2016
26 November 2016
Stallholder enquiries please contact:
theolivetreemarket.com.au

Art Gallery and Gallery Shop hours: Tue - Sun 10am - 5pm | 230 High St Maitland NSW 2320 | 4934 9859 | mrag.org.au
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BY Dr Jan Noble AM

Art Gallery Members Committee

WORK EXPERIENCe

COMMITTEE

from the Chairperson
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From the cultural director

BY Brigette uren

Winter exhibitions

BY Liesl Harvey

The Giving Tree, illustrated by Linden Pomare

The Giving Tree
Most of you who know me by now, know of my excitement to add
value to the art gallery precinct by upgrading the grounds to the
award-winning standard of the building itself.
I am fascinated by the response of so many first time visitors, that
the building is as much of the MRAG experience as the exhibitions
they came to see, yet their connection to the gardens is non-descript.
The two Free Art January programs, run with MRAG Members’
support, proved how vastly increased the active participation of
new and existing visitors is by taking creative learning programs
outside. In 2015 it translated in 910% increase in visitation for
January, which increased again in 2016. Did you know the MRAG
site is approximately 5560m2 in size, of which for Free Art January
we utilised only 380m2? The creative engagement opportunities
are endless, not to mention the capacity for passive pocket-park
experiences such as lawn lunch breaks or family picnics after Free Art
Sunday, just two examples of potential use of the art gallery grounds.
Late last year MRAG commissioned MARA Consulting to undertake
a Landscape Masterplan for the grounds which provide for a
labyrinth, stage area for live performances, sunken lawns with
increased seating, and a main garden to open access to High
Street, currently closed off by high fencing. Since that time I have
been conjuring up options on how to afford to make it happen.
As the community stands to benefit most, including them in
the fundraising strategy is vital. The Giving Tree aims to raise a
minimum of $25,000 from the community, to match that already
donated by the Rotary Club of Maitland Sunrise. In short, it is a
life sized puzzle created for the front of the art gallery entrance
wall – a red flowering gum, the graphics of which are based on that
beautiful tree currently in the café garden. But the tree only comes
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to life as families or individuals, corporates or other organisations
purchase the trunk, leaves, the branches, the nuts, blooms and
creatures that inhabit its environment. Each component of the
Giving Tree puzzle are available for purchase through the art
gallery shop, some starting as low as $5, and these are all fully
tax-deductible. Kids who love the art gallery have the opportunity
to buy a lizard or ladybird, or a shovel load of stinky manure (yuck!)
and more, then place them where they fit in the puzzle.
So the next time you drop in for an exhibition, a meal or to buy
something from the shop, be sure to pick up a little piece of The
Giving Tree puzzle to bring this community art project to life!
You will be sure to enjoy the benefits for years to come!
For more information on how you can get involved, please call me
on 0418 79 11 46 - Brigette Uren, Cultural Director.

2016
Brenda Clouten
M e m o rial

Travelling Scholarship for
Young Achievers in Visual Arts
total value of scholarships

$8000

Closing date for
submissions :

Friday 16
September 2016

go to our website for more details: mrag.org.au
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Frugal Arts Inc: Frugal Forest, at MRAG 23 July- 9 October 2016

Just as the Maitland landscape follows the seasons and transitions
gracefully from late Autumn into the crispness of Winter, the arrival
of the MRAG Winter Program also heralds an abundance of fresh
images, experiences and ideas for the cooler months ahead.

Frugal Forest has been entirely crafted from everyday discarded
items, with an exceptional level of dedication to replicating
technical scientific detail. It is a testament to the opportunities that
can arise from what is deemed to be waste.

In yet another stunning realisation of the atrium space, we
are excited to present Newcastle-based artist Ruth Feeney’s
installation, Form. Primarily utilising fresh eucalyptus leaves,
carefully and deliberately sorted, pressed, ground or cut into shapes
in preparation for display, this work highlights the meditative nature of
thoughtful, repetitive actions in reconceptualising materials that are
considered both familiar and ubiquitous.

Additionally, MRAG’s winter line-up will highlight the work of two
textile-based artists. Elizabeth Maxwell presents silence equals
consent – an exhibition combining traditional quiltmaking with
newer digital print innovations. Maxwell’s elegant works question
assumptions about the underlying motivations of authority figures
whereby the rights of the individual are ultimately compromised.
Expressing similarly pertinent contemporary themes, Robert
Brain explores themes of gender politics and art history in Robert
Brain: An Autobiographical Tapestry. Reflecting on his varied and
colourful career, Brain’s prolific tapestry practice is imbued with
surprises, humour and the unexpected. Indeed, these two artists
challenge the status quo, deftly utilising the expressive potential of
their respective media.

Complementing Feeney’s work in the adjacent gallery space,
Brisbane artist Glen Skien similarly prompts the review of
previously-held notions in the exhibition MYTHO-POETIC: Print
and Assemblage Works by Glen Skien. Employing rich symbolic
imagery to explore themes of Australian identity, place and myth,
Skien’s work offers viewers an immersive narrative journey though
assemblages, collages and installations.
Continuing our journey around Australia, the opening of Punuku
Tjukurpa will welcome a rarely-seen collection of artworks to
MRAG from the Maruku Arts archive, near Uluru in the Northern
Territory. Primarily comprising wood carvings and sculptural pieces,
many of the works in this collection were created by successive
generations of skilful artists, in conjunction with the teaching of
traditional stories which form the basis for the objects’ intricate
designs and markings. MRAG is fortunate to host this exhibition,
which represents a unique insight into art-making traditions across
several regions of Australia.
Frugal Forest is an ambitious collaborative project within the
Art Factory space. Comprising the efforts of over 1000 artists,
musicians, scientists and students over a period of three years,
Frugal Forest appears to be a lush rainforest – but don’t be fooled!

On a more poignant note, MRAG will also pay tribute to those who
took part in the Vietnam War with an exhibition of photographs
from the MRAG archives. Remembering Vietnam – 50 years after
the Battle of Long Tan acknowledges the August anniversary of this
savage battle between Australian soldiers and the Viet Cong, which
was one of Australia’s heaviest actions of the Vietnam War.
Finally, we would encourage you to visit the inspirational Courage
to Care exhibition, showing until 17 July. Courage to Care is a
community outreach initiative that demonstrates the importance of
standing up to bullying and prejudice whenever it occurs, delivered
through an educational program and supported by a travelling exhibition.
We hope that you will join us for the launch of the Winter Program
on Saturday 23 July, and take the opportunity to meet some of the
fabulous artists who have contributed to our stellar exhibition lineup.
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Winter exhibitions

FROM THE COLLECTION

BY Cheryl Farrell

(left) One of the oldest items in the collection: Unknown Artist, Funerary jar, 3rd Century China, Proto-celadon Yue stoneware, 50 x 22cm Donated under the
Australian Government's Cultural Gifts Program by Anthony Renshaw in 2015. (centre) A significant work which is also in the NGV collection: Marlene Rubuntja
and Sally Rubuntja, Woman, 2013, Multiplate etching on paper, Edition A/P, 60 x 60cm. Purchased by MRAG, 2014. (right) The largest work in the collection
and Cheryl's favourite (this week): Jason Brooks, Cross, 1999, Watercolour on paper, 244.6 x 153.4cm. Donated through the Australian Government's Cultural
Gifts Program by Geoffrey Ainsworth, 2012.

(left) Ruth Feeney, Nothing gold can stay I (detail), 2015, eucalyptus leaves, stainless steel, dimensions variable, (right) Roy Jackson, Clinamen Series No1, 2013,
acrylic and oil emulsion on plywood, 224 x 180 cm, ©The Estate of Roy Jackson. Roy Jackson is represented in New South Wales by Defiance Gallery, Sydney.

Roy Jackson Retrospective 1963–2013

Photographs from the MRAG collection

30 April - 19 June 2016

Remembering Vietnam - 50 years after the
Battle of Long Tan

Toured by the Drill Hall Gallery ANU Canberra and the RM Jackson Memorial Fund

25 June - 4 September 2016

Frugal Arts Inc Frugal Forest

Courage to care

23 July - 9 October 2016

4 June - 17 July 2016
Courage to Care is an initiative of the B'naiB'rith organisation

Robert Brain: an Autobiographical Tapestry

The Collection is integral to MRAG – it is a major asset to the
city, both in cultural and dollar value and it underpins much the
art gallery’s programming – both exhibitions and education. The
significance of the Collection as a whole is unquestionable.
As Collection Management Curator, I am often asked, ‘what are
the key works in the MRAG Collection?’ and it’s a difficult question
to answer. There are works in the Collection by prominent artists,
some artworks are more valuable than others, some are very rare,
others are unique for their stories – how they were made, where
they are from and how they came into the Collection. And then
there are my own personal favourites!
Very soon this question will be a little easier to answer. This year
MRAG is undertaking a major collection assessment and review
and from this we will formulate a formal document known as a
Significance Statement. This statement will summarise the value,

meaning and importance of the Collection as a whole as well as key
items within the Collection. The Significance Statement will then
guide policies and strategies for the Collection, encompassing new
acquisitions, presentation and sustainable care and management
so that MRAG can even better realise the potential within
our Collection.
One of our major goals for the future is to make our
MRAG Collection the most accessible regional art
collection in the State. This year we take our first steps
toward the establishment of a permanent exhibition
space for the MRAG Collection in our heritage galleries,
the Margaret Sivyer Gallery, with the exhibition Highlights
from the MRAG Collection 1957-2015.

23 July - 20 November 2016 Touring from BRAG

Glen Skien
MYTHO-POETIC: Print & Assemblage Works
11 June - 28 August 2016

Elizabeth Maxwell silence equals consent
Ruth Feeney Form

23 July - 20 November 2016

11 June - 28 August 2016

From Mater to Manner:

Punuku Tjukurpa

The sculpture of Paul Selwood

25 June - 4 September 2016

13 August - 6 November 2016

Braddon Snape The Inflation Project
3 September - 6 November 2016
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AROUND THE ART FACTORY
BY MICHELLE MAARTENSZ and Anne McLaughlin
at MRAG

Meet our member artists

BY Catherine Kingsmill

The Maitland Region Society of Artists

Courage to Care | Ordinary People - Extraordinary Acts, 4 June – 17 July 2016 at Maitland Regional Art Gallery

The art gallery has been full of activity during the April school
holidays with children working on the Code Breaker, Shaun Tan’s
The Lost Thing; from Book to film, Endangered and Extinct - When
Nature Calls and Les Darcy activity sheets. It is fabulous to have
the art gallery so alive with children and adults discovering all the
gallery spaces at their leisure. The positive visitor feedback has us
working on another new activity sheet and we will be offering an
exciting range of tutor-led activities and workshops during the July
school holidays.
From 4 June – 17 July 2016 we will be hosting the exhibition
Courage to Care in the Art Factory and our ground floor original
gallery spaces. The official opening is on Sunday 5 June at 11am
and there will be two special musical events on the day - Maitland
High Vocal Group at 10.45am before the official opening and
Newcastle Youth Orchestra from 1.30pm.
Courage to Care is a timely touring exhibition and education
program using stories of rescue from World War II to address issues
surrounding social tolerance and positive social action. Courage
to Care’s core message is that each person can make a difference
when confronted by discrimination, racism, prejudice and bullying.
This exhibition provokes conversations about social justice and
bystander intervention in our communities. Over forty schools with
students from Years 5-12 will visit MRAG to experience the Courage
to Care unique education program presented in a two hour session
by experienced Courage to Care volunteers.
Special events for adults and teens have been devised to
complement and extend this unique exhibition and education
program. We invite you to come and listen to the personal story
of survival and rescue as told by a survivor on four Sundays from
2-3pm: 19 June, 26 June, 3 July , 10 July.
Explore your own creativity and thoughts of peace and harmony
in our Making Jewellery: the Courage to Create workshops from
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1-3pm on Friday 10 June and 24 June. Our recently retired
Cultural Director Joseph Eisenberg OAM will be discussing his
own Journey of Memories: stories from my family in Poland,
Israel, Australia, in The Curators Vault talk on Saturday
2 July from 2-3pm.
The 2016 Brenda Clouten Memorial Travelling Scholarships
(BCMTS) for Young Achievers in the Visual Arts was officially
launched on Saturday 30 April at the art gallery with Vicki and
Bruce Woods, the main sponsors, present. In 2016 the BCMTS
has expanded to include two scholarships: the major scholarship
of $5,000 and the Runner Up of $3,000.
Vicki and Bruce Woods established this scholarship in 2004
in memory of their close friend Brenda Clouten as a unique
opportunity for young emerging artists from the Lower Hunter to
further their art studies overseas.
Awarded on eight occasions since 2005, the scholarship invites
young artists under 30 to present an application consisting of
recent artwork and their own costed overseas study program in the
visual arts. A group of finalists is selected and then invited to exhibit
their final submissions at Maitland Regional Art Gallery (MRAG).
Previous winners of the Brenda Clouten Memorial Travelling
Scholarship for a Young Achiever in the Visual Arts were Eli Turier
in 2005, Carla Feltham in 2006, Ben Soedradjit in 2007, Bree
Sanders in 2008, Michael Randall in 2009, Maggie Hensel-Brown
in 2012 and Michaela Swan in 2014.
Our next special Art Sunday will take place on 24 July and will
feature artists from the Frugal Forest exhibition who will be running
workshops showing how waste can be made into artworks. Come
out of the cold in winter to join in our public programs, workshops
and other events.

MRSA Members at Tenambit Primary School Art Exhibition

A number of MRAG Members also belong to the Maitland Region
Society of Artists (MRSA). Formed in 1997, this group numbers over
80 local artists who meet to discuss the visual arts, encourage
fellow members and organise local exhibitions of their work
in local venues. Many of the MRSA artists are represented in
international as well as national collections and have won some of
Australia’s prestigious art prizes. Barry Brown is an active member
of the Society with a large number of works in sculpture gardens
throughout the country. Members may recall the wonderful adult
art workshops hosted by members of the Maitland Region Society
of Artists here in the Art Factory of Maitland Regional Art Gallery.
In addition to their own respective arts practice, the Society is a
major donor to the local community in the field of visual art. The
MRSA Scholarship awards a Year 11 student from Maitland High,
Maitland Grossman, Rutherford High and Francis Greenway High
with an Eckersleys voucher for art supplies to be used on their
major work the following year.
For the last five years, the Society has collaborated with a local
public school as major sponsor of the annual Tenambit Primary
School Art Exhibition and Fundraiser. This wonderful event brings
the school community together as the assembly hall is transformed
into a vibrant gallery space. Students are encouraged to set up
the gallery and display their paintings alongside the paintings,
sculpture and floral displays of MRSA members. MRSA members
Julie Hosking, Kay Sparkes and Lorraine Tindall donate their time
to tutor children at the school for a term each year. School staff,
under the professional guidance of creative librarian Sue Riding,

encourage all children to exhibit in the show and the P&C provides
expert catering. With artists donating 100% of all profits, the
MRSA has seen $15,000 gifted to Tenambit Primary School over
the last 5 years.
The major event in the Maitland Region Society of Artists calendar
is their Annual Members Exhibition, held at St James Anglican
Church Hall in Morpeth. Many of the entries are offered for
sale with a great opportunity to expand a private art collection.
Competition is of a high standard with the winner being awarded
The Burton Family Art Prize of $1,000 courtesy of the Society’s
patronage by Maitland Toyota.
Maitland Region Society of Artists meets monthly at Lorn Park
Bowling Club with a shared meal afterwards. For any enquiries or
anyone wishing to join the Maitland Regional Society of Artists,
contact Chairperson Kay Sparkes on 49341323.

MRAG Members are cordially invited to attend the opening
of the Maitland Region Society of Artists Annual Art Prize
at St James Anglican Church Hall in High Street Morpeth on
Friday 12 August at 6.00pm; entry is $10. This exhibition
runs until Sunday 14 August 2016.

We look forward to seeing you in the art gallery soon!
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THE GALLERY SHOP

SOCIAL GAllery

BY ASHLEY GRANT

Flipside Dance Project at MRAG, 8,9 April 2016 photographer: Jessica Coughlan

(above) Vicki Cornish in her Newcastle studio.

Meet the Maker: Vicki Cornish of Bonsai Woman
Let me introduce you to Vicki Cornish. Vicki is the artisan behind
the boutique accessories label Bonsai Woman. She is a petite,
self-professed 5ft nothing woman whose practice was born
out of a love of fashion and the necessity to craft clothes that
actually fit! Based in Newcastle, she is someone who is not only
passionate about textiles, but far wider reaching ideas of quality
and sustainability which heavily inform her practice.
‘Bonsai Woman, represents a passion for slow fashion - ethically
produced, handmade, unique garments that are designed to last.’
You’ll find a sparkle in her eye and a free flow of information
should you have the opportunity to chat with Vicki, education
being the key to her ethos. Having studied both Fine Art and
Fashion Design, she decided to combine this knowledge to
produce beautiful, wearable, hand woven scarves and share
how they are created.
Her process begins like many do, with an inspiration board. At
the moment it is laden with images of mid-century textiles and
design, an apt concept which has translated beautifully onto the
loom. The Gallery Shop is full of Vicki’s unisex scarf designs that
speak of a time when the Beatles were at the height of their
career and handmade accessories were the currency.

The creation of each piece captures what Vicki works hard
to achieve; high quality, personal work. The stars of some of
Vicki’s yarn are two happy Suffolk sheep that go by the names
of Lavender and Camembert. They lead a grass-filled life on
a property in the Byron Bay hinterland and produce bountiful
fleece, perfect for Vicki’s work. She has carded and spun their
fleece into gorgeous skeins of wool dyed using plant based dyes
including madder root, logwood, gum leaves and onion skins. If
you are lucky enough to spot a scarf made with this yarn, a little
photo of Lavender and Camembert at home in their paddock will
be attached. Now that’s a personal touch!
Bonsai Woman is all about sustainable, handmade, quality
pieces to keep you warm. With such a gorgeous range available
to purchase in our Gallery Shop why not wrap yourself up with
something to feel good about this winter?

Flipside Dance Project at MRAG, 8,9 April 2016
photographer: Jessica Coughlan

Flipside Dance Project at MRAG, 8,9 April 2016
photographer: Jessica Coughlan

Olive Tree Markets, 23 April 2016

Dr Crunch Reptile Show, 30 April 2016

Dr Crunch Reptile Show, 30 April 2016

Sponsors Dinner, 21 April 2016

Don't miss this
year's print sale!

Director’s
Choice

‘Bonsai Woman scarves are hand woven with only natural fibres

MRAGM Annual
Print Sale 2016

and, whenever possible, organic and fairtrade materials. Scarves

4 - 20 November 2016

Rosemarie Milsom at Exhibition Launch, 30 April 2016

Olive Tree Markets, 23 April 2016

Maitland Regional Art Gallery is proudly supported by:

are also woven with Vicki's own hand spun and hand dyed yarns.’
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Maitland Regional Art Gallery is supported by the NSW Government through Arts NSW.
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